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CHAPTER I 

THE NORMAL FIELD OF VI ION 

WE have seen that the field may be regarded as a hill of VISion surrounded by a 
sea of blindness. For purposes of description, we mu t con ider this hill as shown 

F IG, 1.-CHART OF THE VISUAL FIELD OF THE RIGHT EYE, SHOWING THE I SOPTER FRO)! THE PERIPHERY 

b ' WARDS TO THE CENTRE FOR i'o'\?o-, Mu, rtlhr, ~' Iitf-o-, 1 -Jb--o-, 'Ifu• ~Jfuu-, ~' ~' AND £-ln'tr· 
The numerator of each fraction represents the diameter of the t est object in millimetres, the denominator the 
distance from the patient. It will be seen that as the test object is reduced in size the field becomes smaller, 
slowly at the periphery, but rapidly towards the centre. On the nasal side t he larger t est objects all give the 
same extent of field, so that the nasal edge of the field is perpendicular. the temporal edge being steeply sloping. 
The geometrical centre of the field is about 20° to the outer side of t he visual axis or physiological centre. 

upon a map or chart by contour lines in the usual way (Figs. 1, 2). The centre point of 
the chart corresponds to the visual axis, the object directly regarded, the fixation point 
or centrum. The area of the map is measured in degrees from this point, round which 
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THE NORMAL FIELD OF VISION 5 

- e coast-line of the island or outer boundary of the field is indicated by the outermost 
lO\Yest contour line. 

~ 

These lines are termed isopters. The position of any isopter is determined by the size 
: the visual angle subtended by the test object to which it corresponds. Thus if an 
- ject of 160 mm. diameter is used at 1,000 mm. distance, the angle subtended is 
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F IG. 2.-THE FIELD OF VISION REGARDED AS A HILL SEEN IN SECTION. 

\ 

\ I\ 

)fod.ified from Roenne (291 ). The continuous horizontal base line indicates the extent of the field in degrees, 
•he Yerticallines the visual acuity : 0 t he diameter of the t est -object in millimetres, D its distance from the 
·;e in millimetres, and V.A. the visual angle subtended at the nodal point. Beginning with an angle of 9°, 
·he Yisual angle is halved for each successive isopter ; a modification is introduced by the substitution of 'Irforr 
and :ntm,- for the original figures (Roenne) of :i1ih and 1-iMr- The interrupted line shows the alteration pro
duced by a ttnif orm depression of the acuity over the whole field. The blind spot appears as a pit with crateri-

rm mouth. It is shown a litt le wider than it should be, as if its full width Jay on the horizontal meridian 
" ead of slightly below it . 

This chan is intended to illustrate a clinical rather t>han a mathematical conception of t he composit ion of 
h., Yisual fi eld in term s of relative visual acuteness ; it is a t least. approximately accurate. 

1_ ', and the isopter is the isopterfor :o~o and the contained field is the field for ;g~o 
' . . ). 

The field is usually charted as seen by the individual whose field is represented. 
- -~e field of the right eye is placed upon the right side of the chart with its temporal 

_ _ - -ide towards the right, and its nasal or left side towards the left, and the field 
- ~ le eye is placed upon the left side of the chart with its temporal side to 
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